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1. Subject was born in 1921 in Lviv,West Ukraine of Ukrainian
greek-catholic parents, der father, lastly during German occupation
employed as teacher in the countryside near Lviv, was killed by Polish
terrorists early 1944.4er mother, a housewife without any specific professio
died in WROCLAW,Poland	 .i965.	 z'a
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00alb4ect s eipbrother_der :_fraliAggki4KI,born 1930 in Lviv, lives at present
13t-er

inlaUL(Cradow), ul. Kotlarska 29h/31  and studies Russian at Jmgieisonski_ 
University in Crocolls il_e is married I bis wife Maria with 2 PhD degrees
(in Math and Physics) is employed with a nuclear research institute at the_.-
Cracow University. They have two children, boy and girl. Jerzy is Polish
citizen since 1959/60, his wife was born Polish. they married in 1961.
Another brother and sister of Subject live in this country. The sister
in buffalo,N.Y. where Subject is now staying.

Subject is sihgle , catholic, since 1956 Polish citizen. She is....._ 
a graduate_ of com_ercial_gyansiun of Lviv, 1939-41 studied at Evening
Courses of Soviet Trade at Lviv University while at the same time
'aiding various clerical jobs. Prior to the arrival of the Soviet Army

1939, she was employed as typist with Prosvita in Lviv.
- arrival of Red Army Subject worked for a short period as typi

'e Temporary Government of hest Ukraine in Lviv and then with
-icultural Lepartment. from there she went to Ublast Trade

'And worked there as controller.

with Temporary Government in Lviv Subject met there for
WACAINIUK Yosyp of Kiev, a young Ukrainian writer, who

'g important role in the Ukrainian Underground.
reminisceof theis,friends4p at that time.
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Actually, it was then that they fell in love with each other and until

1943 Subject was regarded as 1-0411041qUK'S fiancee. winter 1944 P0ZXCJA4UK
a

tilled himself withAgrenade in a bunker when surrounded by Aussianse

During German Scaupation Subject performed various clerical jobs

with Ukrainian Commttee,mostly with its Welfare Department.For some time

she also attended recital courses at the Institute of okrainian Art in

Lviv.

Although Subject was not a member of the (JUN she remained all the

time in contact with the Underground, partly through POZANCAYOUK, but
mostly through her sister who was imprisoned by hus-ians in 1940-41, her

C2
brother-in-laW4rdjeqn Buffalo,N.Y.), and some friends and acquaintances.

She performed some illegal work for the OUR and among other things was also

active in the field of welfare for Ukrainian prisoners.

In 1942, together with another young lady and a Dutch priest (Rev.Penerson)

Subject went on behalf of ketropolitan Sheptytskyi and on order of the (JUN

to Crocow with a truck of food for Ukrainian prisoners,mostly (JUN members,

incl. POZICHyllUK among them, who were incarcerated in Hontelupy Prison.

During her arrests by the KGB in 1946 and 1947 Subject was accused of
-	 -

membership and contacts with the OUN-UPA but she never was formally a member.

Again, when in concentration camp 1948-1956 , she took part in illegal

activities of prisoners in the camp and among other things procured papers

and wrote some articles for leaflets distributed inside.

Through pomayini Subject met in 1939-41 many af Soviet Ukrainian

writer poet5, journalist,,af or party official5who later on played important

tole • Thus she was introduceth to RECHMEDIN Valeri and Valentin; MAKIVCEUK,

( at the present chief editor of Perets of Kiev ), SLOBODIANIUK,Ivan and

other ( see part IV). Some of them she met again in Lviv in 1944 ,after the

arrival of Soviet Army.

Early 1944 Subject was on the move to the West together with her

sister and brother-in-law (Jaroslaw PRYSHLAK,now in Buffalo,N.Y.) They reacbed
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BANSKA BYSTRYCIA,C6R and together with otner refugees from West Ukraine, had

some unhappy experiences with Reds during the Slovak Red uprising there in

1944. During and after the uprising dubject stayed for some time with the

iamily of a Czech engineer and then decided to return home, to Lviv. In the

middle of the Soviet drive to Austria , on her way home ,Subject was caught

by Smersh and brought to BUDAPEST. There she escaped from Hungarian prison

and joined a Polish Repatriation train which was going to Poland via Lviv.

It bra than that Subject met Dr KSI4EK Josef (y) , chief of a Polsih

Repatriation mission in the West and who later on became chairman of

Wojewodzka People's Couril in 61R0CLAW, and lived, there at the present.

KSIAZEKmarried a German lady while with his Mission abroad, wno in late 1950's

tried to escape to Germany by boat and was caught by Poles. As a result

of this affair KSIIIZEK was demoted from his post , expelled from the party,

and only recently rehabilitated again. In the meantime he divorced his wife.

Wow KSIAZEK is very active in the Association of Soviet-Polish friendship

and tries to get a full re-establishment of his former status in the party.

KSJRZER was quite friendly with Subject and helped her on many occasions in

Poland by indicating "proper people" and channels to higher administrative

and party echelons in Wroclaw and aarsaw.

In Lviv Subject left the Polish Repatriation train and joined her

mother and brother (Jerzy - Yurko) who lived in Zhovtneva wul. 21.

6ubject started again to work with Trade Department, in a osobtorg (Delicatessen)

and registered with Evening Courses of Soviet Trade at the University
in former Sakramentok 4. (Instytut Radianskoyi Torhivli).

At that time tiubject met some of her old friends she got introduced to

by POOCHANIUK in 1939-41 like SLOBODIANIUK and WASYLENKO ( see part IV) and

they were very helpful in helping her with job and general protection.

2. in Nov 1945 tiubject was interrogated by the KGB in Lviv in

connection with an explosion in the premisses of some military object ( a small

factory ) in Potocka street. According to Subject her brother Yurko was involved

C.PPET©2.i.al 	•
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in the incident as he was the one who put some grenades into stove of the

Red Corner an the premisees. Shortly before it happened Subject herself was
at the same Red Corner on order from her osobtorg where she had to do some

election propaganda for workers employed there. After a few days of interrogati

at Lontskyi Prison Subject was released.

On 30 Apr 1946 Subject was arrested by the KGB in the 1,viv

Theatre and brought to Lontskyi Prison again. She was accused of having

contacts with Ukrainian Underground. During the search of her house the KGB

found many notes and letters by STARUKH and other prominent members of the

Underground but she put all the responsibility on shoulders of her

brother-in-law _what—h,ad—hebn-actually the truth.

End May 1946 Subject was released from prison mainly owing to the efforts

of SLOBODIANIUK Ivan on her behalf.

3. In Oct 1947 subject was arlested by the KGB again and charged

with pars_ 54 a • In iarticular, the KGB accused her of treason of Motherland

and membership of the GUN. Subject denied all the accusations but

nevertheless was given 10 years of concentration camp. The verdict reached

her alredy in Zolochiv Prison whereto she was transferred from Lviv end 1947,

early 1948. In Zolocniv Subject underwent an operation (heavy form of

peritonitis), and from there was sent to concentration camp via Kiev where

sue was placed for a few days in 33,Korolenka wul. There she also had

a conversation with some higher officers of the KGB L among them was also a

general) whose names,however, she did not know.

From Korolenka 33 Subject was transported to DUBRAV-LAG # 385,

posiolok YAVAS, Stantsiya POT , MA, MORDOVSKAYA MISR.
There she stayed from 11 Feb 1948 to 29 Jul 1956. In the beginning she was

placed in the camp 385/3, and then moved to 1,14 and others. The camp 10

(385/1o) was 1/4d entral aospital and Subject worked there too for some time
as a nurse-to-be.

#385 had 36 camps nthabered from 1 to 36 and majority of them

were female. Subject remembered that at one time camps if 7,and 14 were

male. As a rule camps were changed from time to time between male and

female inmates. Approx. 80% of prisoners were Ukrainians, each camp in 194b-

1950 had from 5-to 8 thousand inmates. The chief of LUBIUN LAG wae

,( trit ;3 rr
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Lieutn.Ool. DUDAREV,fnu.

End July 1956 (Jaly 29,1956) Subject was released from the

camp and rehabilitated by a Special Comhistion of the Presidium of the

Supreme Soviet (about 15 people) who came from Moscow. Prior to that Subject
was proposed by the Commistion to get just a discharge from the camp but she

insisted on a full rehabilitation and finally got it. She wnated to get

back to Lvov and she knew that only those with full rehabilitation could

register in Lviv.

eaten getting her discharge certificate Subject planning already

then to eventually move to Poland • asked to put her nationality as Polish.

he clerk of the 6ommissio4Idid so but then the chief of the camp

corrected it again into Ukrainian.

4.After Subject had obtained her discharge certificate ,she

asked the chief of the camp to give her a ticket and food for
a
 tripto

ANZHENSKAYA,KEMEROVSKAYA Oblast whereto her mother had been deported in 1948.

The chief of the camp rejected first SuVject's request but then gave in

and sent her to ANZHKE(SKAYA Stantsiya. ihere Subject obtained a permit for

her mother ( her mother was only "resettled" and not put into concentration

camp) and both returned to Lvov where they lived in Zhovtneva 29.

Only due to Subject's insistence on the fact that had obtained a full

rehabilitation , she was able to register in lavov.

olalxing from one office to another in order to get registered

Subject went also to the KGB in Lontskyi street where she met her old "friend"

DUDNIK,fnu ,major of Lieutn.Col. in 1947/48 and who at that time supervised her

investigation. ( See part III). /he latter gave Subject a short lecture about

how much the situation in the USSR and tkeKGB itself had changed since

Stalin's death and then suggested to Subject to go to Hungary to do some

work for him. subject refused to. Later on when Subject was processed for

her repatriation to Poland DUDNIK got hold of her again and during an

encounter in Stryiskyi Park asked Subject to work for him in Poland at
against Ukrainians and Poles, or at least against us either.

SECI1ETs
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Jubject refused again.

on suggestion of some of her friends in Lvovriubject went also

to a Col. LOPATA,fnu whose office was located on the corner of Smolki jquare

Mickiawicza-ml.L:. This is Jam some high office of the KGB • LOPATA heard
fSubject's complaints and seemed to have had a lot o
understanding for her

trouble. He promised her that"everything will be fine V In 1959 Subject

visited the MVD in Moscow on behalf of her borother Jerzy and spoke there

to a TETERENKOV,fnu who supposedly was Deputy Ministeribf the 1st Spetsotdel

of the MVD. The interview took place in Moscow, Fursakovskiy Pereulok

TETERENKOV asked at Subject's presence last LOPATA in Lvov for an opinion
on Subject by teletype and judging by TETERENKOV'S attitude LOPATA'S

explanations contained nothing really deregatory against her.

5. 1958 Subject got finally repatriated as Fries (together with her
mother) to WROCLAW,Pn land. They obtained Polish documents on the basis of

false birth certificates "produced" by a Polish priest in Lvov, validated

by a bribed Notary Public, and backed up by another bribe at OVIR. A Tatar

girl working closely Seth SHVETS or SHVETSOV,cheif of the OVIR, was especially

helpful.

6. Before subject(s departure for Poland, she also had written an

appeal to Kiev Government on behalf of VOZNIAK Luba ( see part VI) and

obtained for her a ittecke-trks discharge from the concentration camp but

without rehabilitation. ( VOZNIAK stayed in ni 385 together with Subject.)

In Mar 1958 VOZNIAK ( widow of a known Ukrainian uUN leader LEMYK) came

to Lvov but could not register and after a short period spent together with

Subject in Lviv and a visit to KULOMYYA, went to TAGANROG.

7. From WROCLAW Subject set out at once to pull all strings to

get her brother YURKO (JERZY) transferred from the USSR to Poland. For that

purpose she visited,Lvov,Moscow ( as mentioned above ), and finally viBited

her brother in WLADYMIR. As a Polish citizen with help of a Consular

official in Moscow by the name ROT (Jewish) Subject obtaimed in Moscow

a permission to see her brother in Wladymyrska Prison. She saw hie, there,

indeed. on this occasion she also could indicate tu him some final instructions

as to how to prove his Polish nationality. 	

SECRET
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1960 Subject's brother was transferred together with approx. 12,000

other prisoners of Polish nationality from the soviet Union to Poland via

Brest Litovsk. By pulling all the strings she knew , Subject obtained finally

in a month or do the release of her brother from Polish prison , owing it mainl

to Prof.DAB,fnu Deputy General Attorney in harsaw who had got a nice

present from Subject.

After her brother's release Subject did all possible to compel

him to finish middle school and start studying at university. She had much

trouble with him as being completely exhausted and on the verge of nervous

breakdown he was id no mood to do anything for himself. Finally he
graduated from the middle school and began his studies of Russian Language and

Literature. In 1966 he will take his final exams for JJachelor's degree and

then wants to study journalistic& in Warsaw,

8. oihile in Poland Subject was not involved in Ukrainian
activities and had practically no contact with USKT. More often she went

to premisses of Soviet-Polish . riendship Society to see a film or just

to show herself there. She cultivated also very good contacts with Polish

Jews.

In her opinion she played quite skilfully her role of being

Polish though she realizes that the UB must have gotten at least of her

files from the KGB. She pric portrays herself as full of perseverence,

experienced , and knowledgdable "of how andwhen to pull strings".

Thus when being on a cure near Jelenia Gora two years or so ago Subject

knew how to mingle with "important people" and took a picturevith wiles

of Soviet Ambassador in Warsaw and Soviet Consul in Crocow,respectively,

and plus a secretary or typist of the US of NYSA - Janina,lnu.

(This picture she gave to C.)

9. Subject gave many names to be eventlally contacted and helped
in the Ukraine • Most of them are her co-inmates from the camp. she also gave

a number of seksoty ,both from prison and thecamp, any of them are now

in Lvov and other places in knitxUkraine.

As long as her mother lived and her brother was in need of being

taken care of, Subject was primarily concerned with their problems.

SECIIEr
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Now , after the situation had changed so much , she would like to do

something more also for other people , primarily for her former

co-inmates • She refers very often to VOZNIAK as the one that should be

c,intacted and helped. She depicts herself as an idealist, car religious,
and ready to do something for others.

10. Subject's first attempt to emigrate to this country failed

because Polish authorities refused to issue her an emigration passport.

According to Subject the US Consul told her that he had had a ready visa

for her at that time.

Last Oct Subjet arrived to BeffulooN.Y. on a tourist visa and

planned to prolong it. After that she its going to start proceedings for

obtaining a residence permit in this country.

SL-CRY
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1, Arrests in Kiev in Aug/Sept 1965

End Sept 1965 Subject received 'a letter from Ivan KRAVUHENKO

of Kiev, mailed in Poland, informing her that in Aug/Sept 1965 there were

arrests in Kiev among young people,mainly among students. KRAVCHENKO did

not specify anything in his letter except for stating that they were made

for political reasons. He also asked Subject not to reply to this letter.

Subject knows KRAVCEENKO from the ttme of their imprisonment

in the concentration camp ht 385. He was born in Kiev oblast in 1930, Ukrainian

arrested in 1947, realeased as "imprisoned while minor" in 1954.

KRAVCHENKu and Subject were frinds in the camp and continued to correspond

after their release. KRAVCHENKO is a bright intelligent man, writes some

poetry, and strongly anti-Russian. In the camp he was quite helpful and

among other things on Subject's nattiest was taking care for some time of

the Ukrainian composer BARVINSKYI of Lvov. KiiAVCHENKO was very skilful

cobbler as for camp conditions and made "shoes" for Subject and her friends.

Some of his poetry was sung by prisoners in the camp.

KRAVCHENKO is approx. 6 , ,dark blond,blue eyes, all fingers'

of his right hand have been cut off by an electric aawlexcept for the

smallest finger.

2. General situation in Ukraine

The terror of 1940' and 1950's,in West Ukraine in particular,

Subject described as a Ras&

li 

ve "mincing" (miasorubka) of Ukrainian population
6(44_,42., 	:i,

that couldiATully eealimeaAiSr those involved. Prisons were filled up with

menewomen, and minors. All "little

10-15 years sentences and ueportations to Siberia. The conditions in prisons

were worse than terrible, Just to give a glimpse of the situation in
siontskyi Prison, of Lviv, Subject indicated that even KGB investigators

SECRET:).:
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were often falling asleep. "So you can imagine in what conditions were

the prisoners!".

Wounds inflicted on Ukrainian element ,partncularly on younger

generations, were deep and would take much time to heal. Subject realizes

that as a former prisoner she might be too subjective in her evaluation

of both, the past and the presence.ileverthless, she thinks that her opinion

is identical also with those who were not directly subjected to the terror

of that period as she has been able to ascertain at in talking to
people "on free foot".

In end result the terior practically paralysed all active

anti-regime elements and strongly weakened physically and psychologically

the whole population. The regime did all it could to identify the Under-

groung as the sole c . usk,of inhtman sufferings of the population and
41 NI 0441

succeeded to a	 extent in this respect.

In consequence, nowadays all aspiration are mainly limited to a drive to

survive , to improve existing conditions, to get more rights. In Subject's

opinion there is no basis for an underground of the type one used to

know and people would siMply "not buy the idea". Most people look
today at the satellites and would like to obtain their status.

JJespite everything, people hope for further internal changes though they

are aware that there might be still many zigzags in "both directions".

Few hip. for war.

Subject cannot say much about the generation that is growing

up now. But in her view even those who did not experience "massive

mincing" were not ready as yet for real underground activity. First of all,

they are too much concerned with their private "materialistic" affairs,

and secondly, they lack proper political training.

The past struggle left ,od course, strong imprint on

yqung generation's memory but this was not always positive, At one time

some negative aspects were more"protruding" than the positive ones.

in Subject's view their juMtaposition remains still "unbalanced".

Cr' tr: la>
)	 /A
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The lai'incia capital meek of the past struggle remains as
ani

undisputable in general but nevertheless therelineny doubts,reservations

and criticisms of its individuals aspects.

Subject enumerated the following negative aspects that were mostly

discussed by the people in the camps and in general:

4i4
a/ Too massiveAorganization of the Underground in 1940's which

by nature of things opened its gates to some undesirable elements and

facilitated infiltration and liquidation .

b/ Too much concentration of organizational and political work
aloin eat Ukrai neneAand too little action in other parts of the Ukraine.

Subject mentioned that for instance she met young people in Mordovska ASR

from Dnepropetrovsk and other cities who complained *het they knew

little about what was being done in West Ukraine and reproached West Ukrainia

for having neglected them. Eves people from other parts of the USSR

complained that the Underground had not included their areas. Thus some

workers -prisoners from Magnitogorsk were telling subject fiat Ukrainians

should have send their people to working masses in kat Magnitogorsk and

similar regions.

c/ Disappointment and grudges against leadership for wrong

tactical and strategical conceptuationslike ,for instance, forbidding

the local element to man administrative posts and join the party,

punishments of chairmen of colective farms, lack of resilience and

finesse. Particularly demoralizing were the facts of changing sides by

leading personalities. This was wax more painful that ,for instance,

negative max: informations about emigration which from time to time

were read by political officers to prisoners in the camps. Sun:in rImeabered

how in 1952 came a high political officer ,probably directly from Moscow,

who read to all prisoners in Subject's camp a detailed report on

the OUN and other groups abroad. He told such details
I
about the (JUN especiall

that it looked as though he himself only yesterday had returned from munich.

SECRET:.
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Nevertheless, this did not demoralize the prisoners , on the contrary

as some Russians cofleages told Subject afterwards they were proud of

her and other Ukrainians WAO received all that not only with stoicism

but some pride on their part. And on the contrary such news as switching

aides by DUZUI,Pistroo tind Others. 9 was really painful to all Ukrainians.

The KGB used qui.e skilfully all those people who betrayed their cause

and thus deliberately posted already in Lontskyl prison many a former

GUN man or UPA officer as "watcnere in corridors to look through

peep-holes.

d/ Demoralization and disintegration of the Underground in late

1940's and early 1950' which MOW came from above. In Subject's &pinion

intelligentsia turned out to be somewhat weaker than the rank and file

in the countryside. Also in the camp people from the countryside behaved

much better that those from town and it was, for instance, city which

was less ilimune to pressure of.KGB to do seksotstvo. Also in other

respects the countryside presented itself better than the city. Thustfor

instance, it was city that had spread lesbianism and masturbation to

massive proportions. According to Subject about 70 A of women were

practicing lesbianism and masturbation. Germans and other foreigners

were the introducers of those practices, originally.

always exemplary

It was ,for instance

Roman was to be

Subject did nJt know

The role of women in the Underground was not

and there were many mishaps and tragedies becaus061 that.

generally spoken in the camp that the death of SHUKHEITYCB

ascribed at least partly to his siiiiiiimms with womes.

the details.

3.	 i'lltierralic "Son

Subject visited her brother in 'PAibdymyrska Prison in 1959

and from him she knew that there were staying at that time the following

known leaders of the Uderground:

rRYSEILAK,Evhen

ZARYTSKA,Katrusia(Kateryna)

DIDYK
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End May 1959 when Subject's brother saw PARMILAK the latter suffered from
had

open (active) TBC,Abroken ribs, only a few teeth left, and on the whole was

very illeUis appearance was terrible, indeed.

There were rumors about GARYTSKA that she might be soon released

but no one believed it.

DIDYK, female, of Berezhany belonged also to OUN-hard core and

i had no chances to leave Wolodymyrska Prison.

subject could not describe properly the location of the Prison

but so far as she could remeber it is about 4 km from Vladimirskyi Sobor
which she passed by on her way there. It is located out of town in an

orchard or rather small forest. The road leading to the prison becomes after

a while pretty bad and standing in front of the fortress does not notice

it at once from behind trees and tennis fields. Only inside the woods

one notices towers, and the gate to the prison. If Subject was not wrong

the prison is located NE off Vladimirski Sobor.

WAle in Vladimir Subject stayed in hotel Vladimir.

The people of VLADIMIR know where the prison is located and do not

mind showing the way to.

4. DASHKEVICH Yaroslav

Subject heard about him from other people. He was arrested and

deported to Karaganda wherefrom he was released end 1956 and returned to

kis Lviv. His mother - Olena STEPANIV - was in the camp W1851Mordovska

ASSN. She was also released in 1956. In Lviv Dashkevych lived with his

mother in ProfessorsColony,in Lychakiv. Subject knew personally his mother.

Dashkevych wis talked of in Lviv as the one who collaborated with the KGB

already inthe camp wherefrom they were taking him out quite often. Also while

in the camp he managed somehow to study and take exams.

Dashkevych was said to have a fiancee or girl friend ( in 1959) by the

name KACHMAR,fnu or something like that.
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f u , in 1947 had his office in Pelchynska Street in

Lvivi in 1959 Subject saw his in the premisses of the KGB archives in Lontskyl

street. Ukrainian,  aged 52-55, appw .a.  black eyes.dark brown hair combed
straight back, somewhat receding , broad concave nose bush e ebrows,

In Lviv since 1944, with 2nd Spetsotdel of the KGB, operational officer, did
little investigation, in 1947 was in the rank of Major or Lieutn.001.

Subject thinks he was case officer of VALCHYK I MAGOTSKYI„PETRIV and other more

important seksoty of Lvov KGB ( See part III B.)

In appearance looks somewhat like a Gypsy. Liked to sing and had a nice voice.

An expert in Ukrainiad affairs, very intelligent, smooth, knew even the

tiniest detailsabWOUN leaders and those whose cases he supervised.
In 1956/57 he suggested to Subject to work for MO in Hungary sand

in 1958 in Poland. Subject refused to.

DUDNIK was very much familiar with the situation under German

occupation and Subject and other prisoners thought he had probably been

in West Ukraine in 1940's under Germans.

2.41(HOMENKO 0ZAOMENKQ, Sw, Lieute,Col)in 1948, was in Lvov also

in 1959/60,-his office ?was in Pelchynska wul. He was said to be DUDNi'S
superior in 1946/47. bkrainian,5 1 9,slim,dark blond, Avon‘4911, from
Poltava area, a ggod acquaintance of WASYLENKO Maksym ( See part IV),

SUperational dfire-Iff but also did some investigationing. The latter he
conducted in Lontskyi Prison.

d 0

3. LuPATA,fha ., Col tier of"some tportant KGB offi e" in Smolki
Square, Lviv,Aged 60-65, 5 1 9 to 6; stocky, in 1950 had a smalr R fg , grey
	 ""na•-■-r-=
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hairs;polite„ tactful, likes to fish . Ukrain an.

	

ALI. t,,,railaillistii:	 st4irt=.- ::-€0.,3/4-1

4)1SOLUB, mu /in 1946/47 chief of t , Irestigation Department
at Lontskyi Prison, LvVv. At that time he was abou 5. AasulpianIdark
brown hairs 9 blue eyes, slim,5'7, a specialist in OUN affairs, spoke only
Ukrdnian . Subject did not kbow hether he was in Lviv in 1958/39.
Maljor or Lieutn.Col.

en-

SATEPANOV 9 fnu ,investigation officer at Lontskyi Prison in 1940',
in 1958/50 stillAilltLviv KGB, in the second floor at Lontskyi Prison.
Born 1920-1922, ritlaLin_gaity, SULUB was his supervisor. 516,stockylblond
very rithless , sadistic, had usually "little cases". All the more important
SOLUB took himself. (4 c 6 (, 	 igtilD

Lviv in 1959, with 2nd Spetctdel, investigation officer, expert_ in
Ukrainian affair°.

frd	 C-A Ito _

7AAKHARCHENKO, fnu, *iced 55-60,in Lviv in 1959, strongly built,
dark blond curly  hair, square face, investigation officer in 1947-48,
_nrinakar

d c 'N.1	 L L.1) 11 

GOROKHOV, Intl/aged 50-55, very "famous" in 1940's8. HUROKHOV o
as investigation officer at Lontskyi Prison. l'ark blond,5 1 9,very slim.
In 1959 was with the KGB Lviv.

:149. ANTIPOV,fnuiaged 55, had a smal beard, also very much known as
a ruthless investigator, Russian. Face covered with  pock marks. Subject did no
know whether he was still in Lviv in 1959.

10.4 PANENKO,fni 	
jto bc .g

TEilliTITTiErgi oh officer, still with KGB Lviv in_	
• 191 

"it 

1959,aged 557 0,specialist in iOUN affairs.
11. 	 inves iga /on o ficer, Subject was his case.

in 1946/47 looked like 30,dark blond, slim, 5 1 8,bright grey eyes.

VA 155T 11°.
•

9 4,1 -	 (44/

6.CD0R0V (PIODOROVfnu kAussian, aged 50, in Lontskyi Prison,
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lr

/4SIDOROV,fn , OLESNIKOV,fn3A ETRENKO,fnu - were known in 1940's . 	J41.te12 

as most  important investigation officers at Lontskyi Prison  with their

ofIices in Pelchynska. itey were called krupniye sledchi.

Other KGB officers whose names Subject remembered;

KHOMENKO I fnu ( digferent than the one under para 2)

VOVKOV ant/ (at Pelchynska Street)

MYECHNIKOV, fnu	 11 It

FILIPOV, mu

RYABNIKuV,fnu

13. 411ETEREVENKOV,  fn eputy ninisten eror the 1st Spetsot&eW  Okestitel

k4inistra Vnutrennikh Del Pervovo Spetsatdela), probably Col.,at Fursakovskyi
_

Perpulos,±±_oslcow, dark brown1arge hazel eyes,curly hairtslimi_flujElite_

and alert. He received Subject in 1959 in civilian and asked LOPATA of KGB Lviv

for an opinion on Subject. Subject thought that it was him who nititinntivirs let

transfer her brother from 14,14dymyrska Prison to-Poland.
Z-4)/fri/e�Kbp)

triCtit
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1*ERKZ1UK,Oleksander allas itALCHYK tiwALCzYK), the seksot
'Yak

in Lviv, West Ukraine; Ukrainian, born 1915 in Sokal,west Ukraine, residAing

in Lviv, wul, Vahylevicha 2/11. His true name was ovALCHYK , he changed his

name to PEREZIUK in 1944 allegedly to con geal his true identiLt before the

KGB, iiereziuk-walchyk likes to "confide" to the people"he trusts" that because

of his past OUN activities he has changed his name and "prefers to get out

into the street only 10 night". Nevertheless,he is quite often seen in the

streets by day.

he is married, his wife Olga ,nee KUROSTRIL of Lviv, has changed her Christian

name to Maria. She is some sort of manager of osobtorgi in Lviv.

ihey have two children :bpy born 1941 in Crocow,Poland ,and girl ,born 1954,

in Lviv.

Sereziuk's or rather Walczyk's mother was teachet at Sokal and very active in

Ukrainian social life, having been for many years cuairman of the Union of

Ukrainian women in Sakai.

Physical description of Bereziuk-Walczyk: appar.age 55,5 1 6 -517,bald,blond,

oval slim face, fair complexion,wide mouth, Mil eyeurows I blue cyes,no glasses,

loving cup ears,short neck, shoulder inproportionately broad to his body,

bow-leg, ed, short fists,speaks very clearly and distinctly; formaliy always

unemployed ,very poor,as a rule dressed in a 
Po
militlishary overcoat of the period

before 1939; wilts like a duck.

Bereziuk -Walczyk graduated from gymnasiun of Lviv, 1937-1938 studied

in Prague or kodebrady,CSR, lamer member of the OUN. In 1940 he led a group

of people over the Soviet-German border and instead handed them over to NKVD.

As"theonly one survived" arrived then in Crg cow,Poland and 644ated to work foe"

Abwehr o(Gestapo while at the same time serving the IIKVD.

1943 ,atgr arrival of the Soviet Army, B-I was involved in liquidation of the

uPA Staff in lurka,West Ukraine.

-63" 
c1f.

\Confidential informersi-Seksoty 
e

(1):-	
d ,t} L	 h. ) 5
in	 I



shortly after the arrival of Soviet Army to Lviv, in 1944 13-a was official_y
employed for some time as trainer in the Institute of Fhysical Culture

in kosczushko Street.

S's wife ; Olga -Aerie Was born 1919 in Lviv, her fahher was a

carpenter, she graduated from Commercial aymnasium of Khshanovska Street in

Lviv,approx.5'7,Pretty,somewhat on the plump side,longish face,pointed chin,

slightly curly black hairs, long neck, quite broad hips, green eyes,strong

nice teeth, straight regular nose, dhoessize - European 37, former TB case,

in 1946 went to UFA to undergo a kumys cure. She knows about her hunsband's

doings and has a good job as some higher manager of osobtorgi in Lviv.
Has a very nice ,clear handwriting. Claims and pretends to be very religious.

2. MAUOCKYI,fnu ,Magister jurisoborn 1913 or 1914,5 18,sportsman,

lives in Lviv,Sofia Square, nu,manager of pywna-zakusochna on the corner

of Sofia Square in Lviv; married, bald,round face,black eyes,bushy eyebrows.

3. STEFURANCZYN,Wasyl, Ukrainian, born 1917, of Lviv,sportsman,

had some records in sports,at one time studid agronomy, dark brown hairs.

4. PETRIl;Wasyl - of Dviv, Lenina 20,born 1917, former SBman,in 1940's

under Germans had to do with Subject gs brother-in-law, picture available;

approx.5 , 6 - 5 1 7,dark blond hairs combed straight back, small narrow eyes, L,/
slim longish face, bright blue eyes; has a very huge, nice apartment.

IWoloLO , 	 7 r,etI.DYBA dym	 f Lviv  otockoho vul. nu , lnskarem_al_Enysicm-
,t,....

Mathematical Faculty of Lviv Ivan Franko Universit y . in 1944-50 Vice Rector _

for Administrative Afiaira of the University. As such,on understanding with

the KGB, issued false certificates from the University for people who were

trying to hide their identity or needed them for other reasons.Also acted

as gent -provocateur. His brotAer was killed while with the UFA.

DYBAILO stems from KOmARNO,West Ukraine,born 1919,approx.$ 0 10, blond,

of strong built; married, his wife - blonde,curly hairs,oval pretty face.

r , Nits :RID? 
NO. 92
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6. LYSAI,Evheniya,Uktainian, female l born 1927 in Stoyanka, aest

Ukraine,former OUR member, pseudonym Chortenia,in 1940tand 1950's

employed as seksot at Lontskyi Prison in Lviv, and also used for

provocations against UPA in the countryside.ktuite small, curly hairs,

high forehead,blue or grey eyesApig silver right second uppar tooth,

quite noticeable • Present whereabouts - unknown.

7. PAVLYSHYN,Maria (Mariyka) Pavlovna ,Ukrainian,female, born

1927 or 1928 in Zhovtantsi, r-n Velyki Mosty,Lviv obl.,stuaent of philology

in 1945,Employed as seksot in Lontskyi Prison for several years in 1940's

and 1950's and also for provocations. Her case officers were SOLUB and

STEPAROV. With them and with some other investigators she used to live.

Approx. 5'6,dark brown hairs,long face,very small breast, slightly protruding

forward teethoice figure.

8. ZAYATS Maria, Ukrainian, female , of BRODY„West Ukrainelseksot

at leoatskyi Prison in1945-1946, later on was used for provocations,

born approx. 1915, blonde,5 1 5„face covered with pock marks,grey eyesoome

scars on both hands from scalding, slim.

9. CHORNIY Zenka of POCHAYEVYCHI,est Ukraine,female, Ukrainian,

5'5,of strong built,dark bro grAIirsoluite a good singer, had many affairs wit

men, in 1947 allegedly sentenced to 5 years and sent to Taishet where she

continued to work as seksot in the camp. Born 1920, recruited by DUDNIK at
Lontskyi Prison.

10. CHORNIY Maria (Mariyka) of POCHAYEVYCH, West Ukraine, female,

Ukrainian, sister of Zenka, blonde, large blue eyes l curly hair,514-5'6.

born 1928, employed as kamerna seksotks, recruited by DUDRIK $ at Lontskyi

Prison.

11. dALIY Zenka of Dashava, West Ukraine, graduate of law, born

1927, dark brown hair, slim 5 1 6,in 1947-was imprisoned in the Old korpus

in the cell # 100 or lol at Lontskyi Prison in Lviv and later acted as

sEunikritTf.„ TNR.T:T. NO. DI
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seksotka there. She was involved in provocation against VuLN1AK Luba.

in 1950's married a Russian procurator.

12. AURSACH Roman, brother-in-law of BEREZIUK-WALCHYK, of Lviv

Potocki wul, nu,born 1921, bload,grey eyes,slim, unemployed. His wife
Stefania,nee KOROSTRIL , is manager of some osobtorg in Lviv. Her brother -

Volodympr KOROSTRIL - born 1926 , called"Dziunio7 had in 1947/48 some
contacts with "people in the woods" and "helped" Bereziuk-Walczyk.

Subject is convinced that Dziunio was a seksot ,too.

13. HERBIY Mykola,Ukrainian, painter, decorated sanatorium

in Lubin Velykyi in 1946, born 1919, a "greek-type", dark hair, 5'10,
of strong built,son of peasants of Ternopil area,hairs combed straight back.

de was used in provocations in 1947/48 a6ainst the UPA. At present either
in Lubin Velykiy or somewhere in Ternopil-area.

14. KINK Anna, Ukrainian, female,of Kamianka Strumilovatwest

Ukraine l born 1927, 1940-1941 imprisoned at LamarsLyniv Prison in Lviv,
found half dead under corpses of other prisoners in 1941 at Zamarstymiv
Prison, and brought home by Subject's sister. Since end 1945 seksotka, in
1946 lived in Lviv,Soniashna wul, nu.

15. DIDUKH Yaroslava,female, Ukrainian, of STOYANIV,West Ukraine,

born 1927, student of the Institute of Soviet Trade (IRT) in Lviv in 1947-
1948.

16. DIDUKH Nadia of Stoyaniv,West Ukraine, sister of Yaroslava,

born 1925, studied geglogy at Lviv University.

17. DIDUKH Nusia of stoyaniv, sister of Yaroslava and Nadia

Didukh, studeid at Petroleum kaculty of Lviv Politechnics.

INPUT NO. 9A.

/7 - )	 7
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18.KOBYLANSKA Olga,Ukrainian, female, of Lviv, address unknown,

born in Berezhany,west Ukraine in 1926, daughter of oirector ofGymnasium

of Berezhany. Graduate of Petroleum Faculty of Lviv rolitechnics.

Approx. 5 '4,slim, high forehead,protruding eyes t in 1959 was still in Lviv.

In 1950's u Was agent provocateur against the UPA.

d .e .1) • Kral 3 cn	 S.ty : F-
19. ODNAR Luba/Cf Drohobych,West Ukraine, Ukrainian, female, daughti

lb (t5
Of burgermeister  (mayor) of Drohobych Ander German occupation,related

with Biles family,born 1923, studkid French and then switcned over to

Petroleum Faculty in Lviv t arrested by KGB in 1946 at the time waen some of

her inventions were already known and she was paid Rubel 500.- for them even

in the prison. One of her inventions was some sort of oil used to smear

bread forms in bakeries on a great scale.

approx.  519,slim,black hair4,1esbian.SIAlmalagiGerma224:2filish.

At one time set up to Subject at Lontskyi Prison in 1947. She finished 

German intelligence school and was also trained as arac t'st. Supposedly sh

was slated to jump off over tethen this plan was abanded.

In 1959 when Subject visited Col. LOPATA at Stolid Squate in Lviv on behalf

of her brother, she raw there Bodnar. It looked as though she was working

there. Luba was emplOyed as seksot at Lontskyi Prison for 8 -10 years.
Her lesbian partner in 1958-60 was a daughter of Soviet General stationed

in dungary.

20. KRUK,fnu, Ukrainian, male, of Carpathian Ukraine, blond,born

1917-1029 , in 1946 in Lviv, approached Subject with a gryps ( note) but

Subject knowing already about him refused to accept it. In 1956/1957

sent by DU J IK to Hungary.
i,Stic:r	 DP0 6	 u-cse---

(14  KoZAL Irena,Ukraini,n,female , born 1928 in Stryi_area tin 1958

in TRUSKAVETS,aest Uk4ine, involved in Hasyn affair, her husband was arrestel

deported and then returned to West Ukraine. Both are working forGS. 

In 1944 irena was employed as some sort of food manager in the Coffehouse

"ae la Paix" in Lviv. Dark brown hair,black eyes, 5'5, grown together

eyebrows.	 HIM' NO. 9A:
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C. Individuals suspected as seksoty

1. SIETSENKO hryhori, Ukrainian, born 1912, writer, helped

Irena VILLE to re-write her "  Sestry Richynski", blue eyes, grey hairs,

5'6; arrested in Lviv in 1946 and releases later a month or so.

Then arrested again and soon released. In the meantime spent some

time in Kiev where should have caused widespread arrests there.

"Suspicious" in Subject's opinion.

2. RUSYN Ivan Wasylovych of Uzhgorod,wul. Pidhorofjska nu

Ukrainian,born 1919 at Serehovo,Carpathian Ukraine, studied in Budapest,

dangary, after arrival of the Soviet Army "had something to do with

Smersh". Then moved to Lviv and studied at the IRT (Institut Raditianskoyi

Torhivli). Lived in Kotuzova 41. Ap,rox.5 1 8,of strong built,small black

eyes,used to wear small moustache, two sixth fingers,one on each hand.

3, SOFILKANYCH Illa of Mukachiv,CarpathoUkraine, Ukrainian,
born 1921, friend of RUSYN,shared a room 5y6th him in Lviv. Also involved

at one time with Smersh. Jiark blond,slimlfery intelligent, one sixth finger

large grey eyes, graduate of IRT of J-oriv, at the present somewhere

in Carpatho-Ukraine,

4AARKO Dania Ivanivna, at the present in ew Xork N.Y. or

Chicago,I11. Ukrainian, born 1927 in Lv0v,MU!ther was a carpenter

with St George Cathedral in Lviv, they lived in Kordecka Street.

21 Oct 1947 deported to Anzhero-Sudzynsk. Four times married to MVD7KGB

ofiicers in Anther. 1954 returned to Khodoriv,West Ukraine with her

sister Irena. 1958 married a Jewrii with him arrived in Wroclaw,Poland

in 1959. 1.964 smigrated to the!Pates. She has a brother -Stepan - in

Chicago ,I11.
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her sister -Irena - born 1923, married KONIUKH Mykhailo who had returned
after NAN II from Vienaa, Austria to v4est Ukraine.

Ijeople in aest Ukraine wee talking that both,llaria and irena collaborated

with the KGB.

SE1',;Tir'#
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subject's xflends and Acquaintances 

rfe1.2-12- 1
1.BEREzAHNYTSKYI Fedir of Lviv, wul. Shovtneva 14,kv.1 	 Ukrainian,

chief of the Directorate for Conservation of Museum Memorials of Ukr

Photograph available. Jorn 1909 in Kalush,West Ukraine, at one time director

of ArteInstitute or School in Lviv, non-party man, marlied, two sons -Lev,

born 1939, and iuri,born 1941, respectively.

ids wife olga Konstantynivna was born 1915 in Krynytsia, phottgraph ava.Liable

BEAtE4HNYTSKYI is an honest man, a good Ukrainian, deeply devoted to

Ukrainian culture and art in particular. He helped many art students in

Lviv and other places,and in Subject's opinion, he"brought up"at least

2 thousand of young Ukrainian artists, by organizing artistic schools,

procuring stypends for students,and jobs for young artistsl

B's son Lev is a graduate of Lomonosov University of Moscow ( Physics and

Mathematics) and probably stays now there. Yuri - is a graduate of Lviv

Politechnics.

Berezhnytskyis are very good friends of Subject. While in Poland

Subject maintained contact with Berezhnytskyis also through Mrs.DZYNBRA

Khrystyna of Lviv, neighbor of Berezhnytskyis. he photograph of DZYNDdA

is available. DZYNDRA has relatives in .roclaw and does some black marketing

between Lviv and Poland.

2. VASYLENKO Maksym Antonovych, his address in Lviv unknown to

Subject who thinks he is probably now there, with Oblzemviddil. He was

born 1911 at Lazorky, r-n Lazorky,Poltavska oblast,Ukr SSR, 1939/40

lived in Kiev,wul. Vorovskoho 22 or 24. Ukrainian, non-party man,

graduate of Technicum of Heavy Industry, 1939 -1941 Inspector of Oblast

Agrarian Inspection in Lviv,WestUkraine.Srother of Ukrainian writer by the

same name.
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1941 after Red Army's retreat from Lviv, Vasylenko remained
in Lviv and to some extent am participated in Ukrainian social and

political life at that time. Subject remembered she sawhace or twice

at Russka 29 • Then , disappointed with Germans he went to Kiev. Either

on the way to Ries, or in Kiev itself he landed ih a German concentration

camp or prison. In 1944 or 1945 he appeared amin in Lviv and for some time
was manager of the Restaurant "Lux". At that time he picked up contact

with Subject a,;ain and was one of her protectirs against the KGB.

He procured for Subject a Soviet passport and at one time when flax

Subject was afaaadi she might be soon arrested, let her stay with him,

at his house,for 2 weeks or so. Vasylenko was married, they had an

adopted daughter,by the name Dusia. His wife's name was Mura.

Vasylenko had a friend with the KGB by the name ZOZULAK and,as Subject

understands , the latter was quite helpful to Vasylenko anu V's friends.

1)46 Vasylenko was arrested, subject was sure this was Barezniuk-
Walchyk's "job". During her own arrest Subject was confronted with

Vasylenko at Lontskyi Prison and then she had the occasion to ascertain

that Bereziuk was involved. At the confrontation in 1947 Vasylenko did

nothing that had implicated Subject. On the contrary, even then he

tried to help her out.

150 Vasylenko was released form prison or concentration camp

and from her friends in Lviv, Subject heard that in 1%0' he was living

in Lviv.

3. BILOHRUD Boris Lazarovych,U4rainian,born 1912 id Kiev,son of a

priest,nan-party man, single,in late '50' Chairman or Vicechairman

of Sounarkhoz in Lviv (or of some similar "smportant" institution).

He helped Subject to "repatriate" to Poland in 1958.
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1939 - 1941 Bilohrud was employed as chief bookkeeper with Oblzemviddil
in Lviv. 1941 he remained in Lviv kat but shortly after the arrival of
Germans went to Eastern Ukraine. Similarly as Vasylenko he was disappointed

with Germans • In 1944 he returned with the Soviet Army to Lviv and
became Director of the Bank in Kopernik Street. 1947 he moved to
some administrative post in Agrarian Department of Lviv oblast.

Bilohrud was hiding the fact that he had remained in Lviv after the retreat

of the fled Army in 1941 and instead was stating officially that he had
joined "at once" Red partizans in Eastern Ukraine.

4 LOBOD1AN/UK,Ivan Nykyforovychp-Director of Journalistic

A 
in
facult

1939 

at

In in

Kiev Universit . He was introduced to Subject byTialiUK
tEr.t	

One:a.. .
ft-. ! Oa0

tnata,obl. Vynnytska,".

(/	 Ukrainian, party manshis philology studies finished at Lviv University 

in 1940/7/ In 1939 he was for some time chief editor of Oblast newspaper

in Stanyslav,West Ukraine. A good friend of PO444NIUK and NAKIVCHUK

Yakiv, pLs_a__:rofy'Pes"ini•eteditotieys and od Subject. In 1940
Slobodianiuk and Subject were godparents for Makivchuk's son. Makivchuk

iiimself pretended that he wanted to have nothing to do with the affair but

his mother insisted that her grandson would be baptised. Subject

was the one who arranged for an orthodox priest.

At one time PO*	 UK was describing SLOBODIANIuK as his best friends

despite the fact that for a short period Slobodianiuk was trying to court

subject. It was in 1940/41.

1941 Slobodl.an%uk retreated from Lviv together with the Red Army.

1944 he returned to Lviv as chief correspondent of Pravda covering the

A'Agi

Physical description:5 1 5-5 1 6,slim,curly grey hairssparting on the side,
blue eyes, "Roman nose" ,small hands, small feet, no glasses.

In Suoject's opinion he is a gaud Ukrainian and an honest man.

d  c 11 1 [ 11 _ r. " ; L.S1...-:"2..t)..i_All.t”Mt.-.., yij_ st?) .7.1).. :rsi	.... 01)LF (II.
/7‘?

entire West Ukraine Ghernivetska and Zakarpatska °blasts/



Slobodianiuk was present at the First Session of the pnited_jations

Assembly in the .itates, end either as a diplomat or correspondent

"covered"	 the Nurnberg Trial for a short time,_

/1
1944 -1947 he lived in Lvivowul. Lenina 57 a. Subject visited him once

or twice. he often complained about having "too much" to do by *fizz

sometime contacting his editorial lies in Moscow two-three times a day.
1947 slobodianiuk left Lviv for Moscow w“ere he studied at a diplomatic

school, shortly afterwards he was sent to Peking,China waere he stayed

for 10 years 9! °'
Before going to the Diplomatic School in Moscow Slobodianiuk had

introduced Subject to the chief oil Spetsotdel at the Institute of Soviet

Trade ( a Jew whose name Subject does not remember) and asked him to

help Subject Al need should arise. It did not help,however, when Subject

was arrested second time,in 1947. The first time it was Slobodianiuk who

together with Wasylinko got her out of KGB's hands.

During the war Slobodianiuk was in Lenigrad and went through
thee i

its blockkde. de was wJunded and his right met is stiff.In Leningrad

he met a girl by the name Irene ,lkk who had cared for him for some time but
theydid not marry.

In 1945 or 1946 Slobodianiuk nail an unpleasant ncident becuase of Sub-

ject's brother Yuri. The latter ,Atter having learned tkalock from Subject

that Slobodianiuk was having a gun under his pillow, secretly got

into his room and took the gun away. Slobodianiuk had to repott it to the

KGB

Physiral description: 5 1 8,round face,of strong built, dark blond with_
parting on the side,thick neck, broad fists ( Slobodianiuk used to

boast about his "broad peasant fists"),somewhat stocky, has golden filling op

one of his upper teeth on the right side.

In 1956 made a trip to England.

In Subject's opinion jlobodianiuk is a good Ukrainian and an honest wan.
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subject thought it was her influence to a great extent that induced

Slododianiuk to give up his diplomatic career and switch °ger to
the academic one.

k(5. UCHERENKO Andrel.,Ukrainian, born 1917 in Kreyvy Rik  0 -5K
(Krivoi Rog), in 1959 and most probably until now lived in Lviv, in the
building next to Polish Cathedral,on the second floor. Subject could not

remember the name of the street and number. 1939 he came to Lviv
together with the Red Army and Shortly afterwards became Inspector of. _
State Control with Lviv Oblast.He was Komsomol member. Prior to his

aJsignment to Lviv he was with the NKVD. 1940 he was divorced and married_
a local Ukrainian by the name Katrusia,lnu. His second wife worked as

cashier with Lankovetska Theater in Lily.

1941 when he remained under German occupation and after the wale was Director

of Watchmaker Artil "Chervonyi Hodygnykar" in Lviv.

He knew a lot about subject but when KGB asked him about her

he said nothing derogatory against her.

Physical description:5 1 5,very slim,curly hair combed on the

side,usej to shave his eyebrows.

CT1ECHNEDINVaieri,.Ukrainian, has some important job
p25-73-- f315

 CC CPSUin Moscow,barid_191LitLacrainatr-pary member from 1930%
married,a good friend of k044CHAIUK. Thehlatter introduced him to Subject

in 1939. In 1958 Rechmedin helped Subject to get her brother out of the

Soviet Union. He is also a writer and studeid •hilolo at Kiev

University.

7. RECHMEDIN Valentin, Ukrainian, brother of Valeri, now

in Woscow, studied at Kiev iin-versity. Subject was introduced to him

by KWIC IUK.

)
57t
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8. MAKIVCHUK Yakiv, Ukrainian, editor of "Perets" in Kiev.

In 1939 in Lviv, introduced to Subject by Pozictniuk. Married, a
typical career man but otherwise O.K. Hunchback.

9. NuVODRAN Valeri of DNEPROPETROVSK, Ukrainian,"scientific

worker", 1944-1960 lecturer of Marxism-Leniniiim At Lviv University,
1956 was at warsaw University on some research asignment, since then
was gradually sliding into disfavor and at the present was doing some

lecturship in Dnepropetrovsk.After his return from Poland had some troble

with theKGB.He was born 1916 or 1917, 5 , 10,greyieh hair with parting on the

side, grey eyes,oval face,no glasses. Subject knew him film Lviv 	 in 1944.

Lids wife -Kateryna - was born 1920. She is Russian.

10. Darka nee Demkovych, her in unknown, teacher at Pedagogical

Institute in DREPROPETROVSK,Ukrainian, born 1933 At Halina,r-n Peremyshlany,
West Ukraine, Her husband is a feldsher form . 'astern Ukraine .

He father was helping much Ukrainian partizans at one time after tile war.

11. MAZURAK,fnu ,lawyer, of Lviv,Lychakiv, exact address unknown.

A good Ukrainian, in 194i, dehounced by Bereziuk-Walczyk.Aged approx. 50-55.

12. MOKRYCKA Olga (Mokrytska Olga)of Lviv,Bernardyny Square,nu,

Ukrainian, born 1915, graduate of Basilian gymnasium in Lviv,neither

arrested nor deported,employed at Chief City Archives of Lviv since 1944,

non-party,Subject saw her last time in 1959 in Lviv. She is single.

In Subject's opinion M. could be quite helpful in the future and one could

approa4 her in behalf of Subject.They are good friends.

Physical description:3'5,slim,grey hair, convex nose, wears glasses.

She lives together with her sister Irena.
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13. LYSYI Ilia,Ukrainian,aged 75, lived in the attie

of the hospital at former Fiétra Skargi. He was taken care by some

Basilian nuns employed now there as civilians,

14. BRAZHNIKOV,Volodymyr or Wastl of Lviv Kopernika 18/7/, Russian,

agronomist, aged approx.55,1939 came to Lviv with Red Army and worked in

Ublzemviddil. 1941 retreated with the joviet Army from Lviv and returned

again in 1944. In 1959 was employed with Derzhsortfond of Oblzemviddil

in Lviv.

1957 had some troble with authorities because of blackmarketing

and women scandal. He w-J expelsed from the party but continued to work in

his former capacity.

Approx.6'1,blond,slim.

Subject's sister who i‘ now in Suffalo,N.Y. worked in his office in nj

1039 until her arrest by NKVD.

During the war he served with Red Army in the rank of Lieut.Col.

subject remarked that he seemed to be " a perfect type to be picked up by

some intelligence ".

gcnEt
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subject's Close Friends from Concentration Camps and Prisons 

1. LEMYK-VOLAIAK Luba, at the present in Donbass ( Subject

did not cor espond with her lately and asked us for her address which is

in our possession from other Sources), widow of a known Underground leader

LERYK,1947 imprisoned in Pelchynska Prison in Lviv, then transferred to

Lontskyi Prison. He case had DUDNIK. Involved as provacateurs in her

case were Eereziuk-Walchyk and Lysai Evheniya.

From Lontskyi Prison Luba was transferred to Kiev, Koroleaka

35 where she was given 25 years.

1948 -1956 in concentration camp, Posiolok Yavas,Stantsiya

Pot'ma, Mordovskaya AdSR, # 385/3 and other, coati... ), together with

subject. Last time she was at W385/17.

deleased from the camp in result of Subject's efforts, Vozniak

came to Lviv aciarch 1957), stayed for some time illegally with

friends of Suoject , then at hhovtneva 29, could not register and

after having visked her son Myroslav in Kolomyia and seing LRUKHMALUK

Maria, went to Taganrog. There she worked for some time as street-

sweeper. In the meantime:, her father -Vozniak Evhen Aryhorovych - who

had been deported to Anzhero-Sudzynsk, asked her to come to him. She went

there ,was registered anew with militia, and after her father and sister -

Mariyka,born 1914- were released , Luba was kept for some time longer

in Anzhero-Sudzynsk. Then she was allowed to retirn to Ukraine and landdd

in Donbas. Luba's father was a greek catholic priest.

Luba's son -Myroalaw - was brought up by her aunt -Iatsyshynifnu

1946/194? he graduated from desiatylitka, plays vidin, is very talented.

He suffers from some glands trouble being very fat.

'the photograph of Luba is available. Luba and Subject were

some sort of leaders in the camp and botn were involved in writing

clandestinely leaflets and articles for other prisoners.

SECRET %.
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2. KROKHAALUK Maria, of Kolomyia,West Ukraine, during wW II

radio operator with the Underground Radio Station "Aphrodyta" in

Carpathian Mountains. Ukrainian, born 1015, photograph from the camp (1956)

avaLlable,sickly,in sum.eri usually worked in a fruit factory in Kolomyia.

tier father was post nikerk and then teacher. Mother was also a teacher in

primary school. Krokhmaluk has a sister in Philadelphia,Pa and the latter

helps very much Maria with parcels.

1947 Maria was arrested and imprisoned in Ternopil.

1947 - 1955 in the camp # 585, -iosiolok iavas,Aordovskaya AASR.

1955 - 1956 out of SpetsLager (	 585) and as "free ceportee".

1956 discharged altogether and returned to Lolomyia where until

1963 lived in Kovpaka wul. 11 a.

?Musical description: 5 1 0,s1im,grey hair,black eyes,a few worts on

her face,lags with her left leg,lower right shoulder, deformed fingers from

tortures. Single.

3. KRUKHNALuK Halyna, sister of Maria, of Kolomyia, West

Ukraine.Born 1913,helped Maria in her job as radio operatir with "Aphrod*ta"

was given 25 years, deported to Taishet, released 1958. Lives together

with Maria. She is graduate of philology, suffers from Berger disease,

5'8, grey eyes,unemployed. Single.

4. BURDIO Maria, employed as seamstress with Tailor Shop (Shveina

Fabryka)in Lviv, Zhovtneva wu1.3.Ukrainian, born 1919,quite protty95'6,

kommilth9, slimotems from Zymni Vody near Lviv, involved in Shukhevych's

case, was given 25 years,1950-1951 at Lontskyi Prison,1951 -1956 in the

concentration camp # 385,Mordovskaya MISR.

Her husband -BURDIO - a veterinary surgeon is either in the

States or in 4nada.

mrs SAUKREVICH Natalka is in contact with Burdio Maria.

?Tit ts*..'
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hurdle Maria adopted her 6—star Vlodka's daughter -Urka.

5. BAKONECHNA Maria, employed with Embroidery Artil of

1-eople's Art in Lviv,wul. Rosciuszki, vis-a-vis Oblzemviddil.

Borh 1923, single, Ukrainian,5'5, slim,very nervous,dark blonae,grey eyes,

unfinished middle school, arrested 1950, involved in Shukhevych Case,

until 1956 in the camp if 385,Mordovskaya ARSR , after release from the camp

returned to Briukhovychi near Lviv. Shukhevych aatalka is in contact with

hero NAKONECHNA was also one of leading prisoners in the camp.

6. 6AIKEVYCH Olga of Zymni Vody or Briukhovychi, near Lviv.

BAKONECHNA and BURDIO will know about her exact whereabouts.Born 1933,

Ukrainianomarried after tamp,. Subject does not know her present last name,

she was arrested in 1951 in connection with Shukhevych Case, given 25

years, until 1956 in the camp # 366,Mordovskaya ASOR.

Aporox. 5'8,1arge black eyes,dark brown hair, picture of 195(

available.

7. KVATYRA Nastia of Rivne, Volynska ublast. Born 1927 of

Ukrainian peasants near Bivne. sirought from NORILSK to the camp	 385,

Mordovskaya ASSR in 1953 and stayed there until 1956. In 1951 was on the

prisoners ' committee negotiating with Special Ccwisiion of the CU CPSU

during the uprising there, 1956 went to Lviv, or rather near Lviv,

attended Evening Courses of Desia/ylitka and finished them in 1958.

4hile iu the camp she wrote many poems which afterwards

were sung by prisoners, gany of her poems were smug,,l.ed into male camps.

A picture of her of 1956 is available,

8. LUKIANOVYCH Darka of Lviv, wul. Helena 13 or 15,parterre.

!EGRET
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Ukrainian, born 1920 in Lviv , after WW II studied at sviv university,

has relatives in the States. She helped Subject and Vozniak in some of thei:

doings in the camp. Slim.5'5.

9. Rev HODUN'KO,fnu of Lviv, Striletska Square nu, in the

attic of the Cinema, employed as feldsher with the hospital in Potocki Strei

I He is being cared for by SHEVCHUK,Irena widow of Rev DUMKA hanged in 1946.

Rev Hodunko spent 12 years or so in prison for "Church Action". ae has some

relatives in wroclaw,Poland. In Subject's opinion he is reliable and would

be willing to help if necessary.

10. Rev TYKHYI Yaroslav (Slavko)of Lviv,Lychakiv, exact addres:

unknemon. Former Melnyk man.1939 finished theology. During Russian -nd Germar

occupation studied chemistry. 1943 martied daughter of Rev.SHPE1KIVSKYI

of Lviv,Francishkanska 50/7/. After arrival of Soviet hrmy in 1944 was

employed somewhere,then arrested, given 15 years, deported to Mordovskaya

ASSR, released 1959 or 1960, a good friend of Rev HODUN'KO and "could be

quite helpful". At one time ,in 1943, he asked Subject to marry him.

He is 5'10,blond, parting on the side,blue or grey eyes,

11. SHEPULA Wira of Eolochiv,West Ukraine, nun , born 1925 or ti

1926,blonde,5 1 9, very courageous, !imprisoned in the camp h, 385 until 1956.

Afterwards returned to Solochiv.

12. mUROZ Olga of Vysoki Mosty , born 1925, Ukrainian,

arrested by UB in Jaroslaw 1945, handed over to KGB in 1948, terribly

tortured by UB, incarcaratdd in Lontskyi Prison in Lviv and then sent

to Taishet. She was involved in KHYMKA CASE together with Katrusia

PIDBILSKA - IJAKONECZNA now in Kolobrzeg,aleja Wolnosci 11a, pow, miastko,

Poland, and Paraskewia GULA who hanged herself in the prison.
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Various Other Friends and Acquaintances That Could Be Helpful. 

13. YAKHNITSKA Marusia of Lubun Velykyi, West Ukraine,in 1940's

courier of Subject's brother-in-law in the ()Mi, she was not arrested nor

*untwist deported. der two sisters - Ola and Osypa - could be also

helpful. A picture of Marusia of 1940's is avaulable.

Yakhnytska should know about dEABIY Mykola, the painter.

14. VITER,Olena , a nun, aged ap 1irox.60, lives in Lviv, wul.

usnovianenka or Vovchka ,nu. She was involved in the (JUN activities, was

imprisoned , at one time was in Kiev, Korolenka 33. Reported,and released

after Stalin's death. She supposedly was in contact with Shukhevych after

wird

15. BESARAB Mira, ax-wife of MYHAL Taras, now married to son of a

priest in Ivano-Brankivskyi, daughtter of judge of Stanislawiw.

Other Interesting Individuals

16. SKRYPNIK Anna letrovna - Ukrainian scholar, now in 	 dymyr

Prison, Subject met her in the camp # 385, her verdict was all the time

"renewed" and lastly she was transferred to Volodymyr. Aged over 60,

charged with para 10 of the Criminal Code. A close friend of Subject.

SKRYPNIK had written a camp diary which was smug_led out through Inge

LOTH to west Uermany. The latter was released from 61 385 in 1956 and

then informed SKHYPNIK from West Sermany that he diary "was in safe hands"4

The diary had about 300 pages.	 •

SECRET
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17. Inge LOTH, German, was charged with espionage, released in 1956.
She was married to an Englishman. At the present should be in West Germany.

lb. PEVZNER Zevma Markovna of Moscow,Jewish, arrested in 1952 for

mionism, in the camp hL 385,kordovskaya ASSR until 1956. Her brother was

shot in 1950's.

19. ARMANL Irena,Armenian,writer t married to Leonid ANDREEV, wrote under
Alla Andreev, now in Moscow. A good friend of Illa EHRENBURG. After her

release from the camp it: 385 she sent Subject some books procured by
EHRENBURG. On this onsion Subject wrote a thank letter to Erenburg.
Some of those books Subject later on gave to her brother in Vladymirska

Prison.

20. BORODINA Lida, Russian poetess, at present probably in Mow,

born 1919, released from the camp W 365 in 1950 or 1957. Lida was very mush

interested in Ukrainian problem and wrote somplooems about Ukrainians.

21. Mikhailova,fnu - ex-wife of BERIA, artist, stemmed from Leningrad-

area, in 1954 was beaten up by some prisonereas revenge for Beria".
Until 1954 there was in 385 also a secretary of Pieria.

22, Gala, lnu - a Wlasov activist, camp W 385.

23, itaisa Izmailovna ,lnu - imprisoned for Zionism, released from

the camp 365 in 1956.

24. BIDNA Zonia,now at Zymni Vody,near Lviv,born 1931. Ukrainian,

arrested in 1952 in connection with SHukhevych Case and sentenced to 25

years, deported to w 585,released in 1956. An honest Ukrainian girl that

could be eventaully helpful.

SECRET )6.
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25.LIKHOVSKYI Petro,M.D. of Lutsk,Volynska obi. ,born 1923,

"employed" as physician in # 385/10, released in 1957. Blond,6 1 , a good
Ukrainian,has right or left heel cut off.

26. KONOVENKU Fedir of Kiev, artist-painter, born 1918, Ukrainian,

KAAAAR an honest man. Subject knew him from the camp ft 385.

27. RADCHUK Mykhailo,probably of Rivne,Volynska obi. Ukrainian,

born 1916, in the camp# 385 from 1939 to 1956.

28. STAKHIV Ivan, shoemaker of Lubin Velykyi,West Ukraine, neighbor

of Yakhnytski, Ukrainian,born 1917, deported to # 385,ind released in 1978.

He had to do with the OUN , despite his low education quite intelligent

and could be eventaully helpful.

29. ANTONOVYCH Yaroslava of Lernopil area, daughter of a catholic pm

priest, some far relative of Bandera stepan,born 1912,arrested 1947,

released from deportation in 1960. She lived together with her mother.

30. Luba PROCAK (nee) of Lviv, widow/?/, born 1921,Ukrainian,

lives in Kleparov, deported to Siberia on 21 Oct 1947 for her husband to

Anzhero-Sudzynsk,Kemerovska oblast. Released in 1957. An honest human

being.

)1. OSTAP,wasyl of &Iva Ruska,West Ukraine, married to LELYK Olga

who was deported to # 585 (1959-1977). ilstap was an interpreter with

German Army and had to do with the OUN. Probably was also arrested and

deported. Olga's brother -LELYK Wolodymyr - born 1915, chairman of

thtudent Associatigntgvone time, was given 25 years. jubject knew him when

ne was student of Veterinary in Lviv, in 1940's.

()STAY is approx. 55 years old.

SECRET 'ta..



52. z,AVADOVYCH Myron Omelanovych of Lviva.hovtneva 19/Ill,

Illtrainian,lecturer at the Institute of Physical Culture. A good man.

SECRET v‘,..
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Re:	 SLOBODYANYUK, I. N.

Source: Scholarly Yearbook of the Kiev University for 1959

Slobodyanyuk is the docent of faculty of journalism, department

of theory and practice of party and Soviet press, Kiev State

University.

His published works in 1959:

1. Lenin -- editor and publicist, State Political Literature

Publishing House (Derzhpolitvydav) of Ukr. SSR, 1959.

2. Communist press of China in the struggle for victory of coopera-

tive movement in China, collection "Contemporary China"

(Suchasnyy Kytay), Kiev, 1959.
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